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Teepa Snow’s
Philosophy
The Positive Approach to Care encourages Care Partners to:

• Respond to a person’s change in cognition and abilities in a way
•
•

•

that is not hurtful or offensive.
Understand that, with practice, common reactions to the person with
dementia can become thoughtful responses that improve the quality
of life for everyone involved.
Recognize that the person with dementia is doing the best
they can and that if something isn’t working, it’s the
responsibility of the Care Partner to change their approach
and behaviors toward the person with dementia.
Notice the environment surrounding the person with
dementia and make changes as necessary.
© Teepa Snow, Positive Approach, LLC – to be reused only with permission.

Agenda
v Holiday Stress and Caregiving
v The Holidays During COVID-19
v Making Connections, Even When Apart
v Holiday Gifts
v PEACE for the Holidays
v Caring for YOU During the Holidays

Holiday Stress and Caregiving
v While the holidays are a joyful time of the year, they also can be a very
stressful time.

v This is especially true for those caring for someone living with dementia.
v The holiday pressures of gift giving, cooking, family gatherings, and
fulfilling family other traditions can become overwhelming, especially
when they are put on top of the already unmatched stress of caregiving.

v AND on top of all that, we
are still living through a
worldwide pandemic!

v It is more important than
ever to take care of your
physical, mental and
emotional well-being.

The Holidays During COVID-19
v Usual traditions, such as large family gatherings and travel, pose a risk of
spreading the virus.

v The risk is especially high for seniors who tend to have underlying health
issues and weaker immune systems.

v Fully-vaccinated seniors have a much higher risk for breakthrough
COVID cases than younger adults. They are also at the highest risk for
hospitalization and death from a breakthrough case.

v The safest option is still to limit in-person
holiday gatherings to vaccinated people
inside your household.

v While how we all celebrate
will still be very different than before
the pandemic, we can still share love
and joy with each other.

Holiday Caregiver Tips
Avoid being bound by past traditions
Give yourself permission to make changes to, or to
even skip some holiday traditions. No one should
expect you to maintain every holiday tradition or
event, especially during a pandemic.

Discuss holiday celebrations in advance
Make sure that everyone understands your caregiving situation, the safety
precautions you’re taking to help keep your loved one healthy, and has realistic
expectations about what you can and cannot do.

Consider celebrating earlier in the day, or even on a different day!
While Thanksgiving, Christmas and the New Year are specific days on the
calendar, their meaning and celebration can be observed on any day. Consider
celebrating earlier in the day so you can work around the evening confusion
(sundowning).
https://www.alz.org/help-support/resources/holidays

More Holiday Caregiver Tips
Everything in moderation
There are many temptations throughout the season – alcohol, sweets and rich
food. Enjoy but don’t over-indulge.

Be prepared for unexpected circumstances
Something may come up, and probably will, so remain flexible. If you can’t change
the situation, accept it and move on.
Remember to laugh a lot!

Celebrate while staying safe
For more than a year and a half, we’ve
been masking and keeping physical
distance in order to protect our community.
But staying safe doesn’t have to mean
social isolation.
Hawaii guidelines:
https://hawaiicovid19.com/safe-gatherings

Making Connections, Even When Apart
Celebrate while physically distancing
§ Drop off favorite treats, plan an outdoor visit, send holiday cards
§ Remember to wear masks and maintain at least 6 feet of distance between
yourself and any person who is unvaccinated.

Connect through technology
§ Use video call software like Zoom, FaceTime or Skype to gather virtually.
§ Record and send a “video holiday card” that includes personalized messages.
§ If video calls are not possible,
§

connecting with a simple phone call
goes a long way.
Cross talk or simultaneous
conversations can be challenging for
people living with dementia, so
consider this when planning.

https://www.alz.org/help-support/resources/holidays

Holiday Gifts
Adapt gift giving
§ Ask people to send gifts in the mail rather than delivering them in person.
Opening gifts over a video call or even over a phone call can still feel very
personal.

§ Provide people with suggestions for useful and enjoyable gifts for the person,
such as comfortable, easy-to-remove clothing, favorite music, photo albums of
family and friends, or favorite treats.

§ If friends or family members ask you what you’d like for
a gift, you may want to suggest a gift certificate or
something that will help make things easier, like house
cleaning; lawn, handyman or laundry services; or
restaurant or food delivery gift cards.

https://www.alz.org/help-support/resources/holidays

buckandbuck.com

Holiday Gifts
Your presence is the best present
People living with dementia want human connection – meaningful, one-on-one,
in-the-moment connection with loved ones.
Don’t underestimate the value of your presence and love.
It is the very best gift of all.

https://www.alz.org/help-support/resources/holidays
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Prioritize – Decide which family traditions are most important and
which parts of those are truly meaningful.
Empathize – View events through the eyes of the person with dementia.

Adjust – Consider modifying or simplifying plans.
Capture – Record the memories of the person with dementia by
encouraging reminiscence and storytelling to preserve family history.
Enjoy – Make memories. The experience might not be like it used to be,
but you can still find the magical moments.

Do what’s right for you as you look for new ways to find Peace in the Holidays.
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Caring for YOU during the Holidays

Staying positive doesn’t
mean you have to be
happy all the time.
It means that even on
hard days you know that
there are better ones
coming.

What can you do to Manage Stress?
q Use mindful meditation to relax mind and body.
q Exercise on a consistent basis.
q Learn and/or resume a hobby.
q Establish a routine sleep time.
q Eat regular nutritious and balanced meals daily.
q Practice spiritual or faith based activities.
q Keep a sense of humor and watch a comedy (i.e.TV or Movie).
q Relax with music, poetry or play an instrument.
q Speak with a trusted friend/family member to avoid social isolation.
q Talk to your doctor if depression or anxiety interferes with your daily

activities.

Other Approaches for Self-Care
q

Recognize the things that you can and cannot control.

q

Be kind to yourself. Often times we have higher expectations of ourselves
and we may expect the same of others.

q

Take a time-out before you get to the end of your rope.

q

Set limits for yourself. It is okay to say “No” to avoid overextending yourself.

q

Journaling, coloring

q

Get a massage, manicure, pedicure

q

Blow off steam with a brisk walk.

q

Stay hydrated and drink fluids.

q

Avoid self-medication with alcohol and
illicit drugs.

Thank you!
Thank you so much for your desire to learn and your commitment to
making a positive difference!
Alzheimer’s Association Holiday Tips – https://www.alz.org/help-support/resources/holidays
Alzheimer’s Association 24/7 Helpline (800.272.3900)
Dementia Alliance of North Carolina Holiday Tips –
https://dementianc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Holiday-Stress-Peace-for-the-Holidays.pdf
Visit halekuike.com to learn about Hale Ku’ike’s memory care homes
and view 2021 webinar recordings.
To learn more about Positive Approach to Care visit www.teepasnow.com
To view recordings of 2020’s dementia webinars visit Catholic Charities’ Hawaii Circle of
Care for Dementia www.catholiccharitieshawaii.org/dementia/

halekuike.com

